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ON THE REDUCTION OF TYPE THEORY

bv lLrncEL CRABBf in Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgium)

$ 1. Qursu's New Foundations (NF) and type theory (TT) have been reduced to

some of their fragments by GnrsHrN [4]. These fragments are built up from the ex-

tensiouality axioms and comprehension axioms using at, most four successive types.

Borr.a has shown that it is impossible, in the case of NF, to reduce the system to

axioms using three t1,-pes [f]. His proof gives also a similar result for TT: there exists

no reduction of TT to a uniform set of axioms which contains three successive types
at most [2].

These proofs use Gcionr,'s second incompleteness theorem. In this paper, these

negative facts are derived from a general result about automorphisms of fragments

of types structures that do not extend to global structures. It will also be shown that
the restriction on uniformitr- can be dropped and that the axioms which ma'ke use of
the first four types are essential.

S 2. TT is here the theor5- of types corresponding to Qurnn's NF and investigated
kry Sr cxER in [6]. TT, is the fragment of TT reduced to the first n types: L, . . .. n.
L and Ln are the languages in s-hich these theories are written. L is the langua.ge of
TTand Ln the one of  TT,.A structure lJt  for  Ln is a2n -  l -uple:  (Mt,81, Mz, Er, .  .  " ,
Mn-r, En-r.M), where the J71,'s (t < i S n) are pairwise disjoint sets and, for each t,
(1 < t <n),.O, is a relation between Mrand Mr*t. Similarly, a structure for L is a
sequence in n'hich. for each n, the 2n - I first terms form a structure for Ln. The
fragment !lt[t, i ] ( l < i < i < n) of. the structure SJt is the structure (l lI i ,8i,..., Mi)
for Lr*r-,. YJF is the fragment of SJt obtained by dropping M, and the relation -0t
(this cannot be done. of course, if $t is a structure for Lt).

Notions defined for first order structures c&n usually be extended to typed structures
in a natural manner. For example, tu'o structures IJt and [t' are isomorphic iff there
is a sequence (. ..,1,. . .) of bijections between M, and M'; such that for all rc in M,
and g in J/,*1 , rEiA holds i{f lr(") Eil,*r(y) holds. As usual, we write ill-t : ffi' u'hen
lJf and )Jt' are elementarily equivalent structures for the same language.

$S.FromSJtandanautomorphism a(a- (ar, .  . ,&k-L))  of  thefragment,YIIL?, lc l ,
one obtains a structure [Jto by merely replacing the relation E, of SJt by a relation E u,
where :tE oy holds, by definition, iff rE,u{y) holds. It is clear that the function (iden-
tity on Mr,x, ar,-) from [tt"[ l, k]to [tt[ l , ft] is an isomorphism. We thus have
the following

Lernma. l. Il q(xr xk1 is a lormula of Lo and, i,l, lor eaclt i (1 < i, 3 k), a, is
a sequence of elements ol M, haui,ng the same length as xi, then

l .  tJt"  F V@t,. . . ,ar , )  i f i  Tf tF g(ar,ar(az), . . . ,o(k-r@ol) .

2. UftoF, k7 = iltll, fr].
3. Sto+ : UJt+.
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Proposition. l. Let 4 < k { n, WL be a moilel ol TT, (or TT), IJt* be a structure

forL,(orL)suchthatWli , , i+k-I fa,nd, l l t * l i , i ,+k- l )areelementar i lyequiualent
for eac,h i such that i + k - L < n (or lor each i'). Then Dt* fs also a mndel ol TT,
(or TT).

2. Il Ic < 4 3 n, then for euery moilel Ylt ol TTn (or TT) with an i,nf'inite Mr, there
is a structure W* for Ln @r L) such that [tt[, k] = Dt*[I, k], YJL* = SJt*+, but [lt* is
stot a moilel ol TT" (or TT).

Proof. The first part is a consequence of GntsnrN's type reductions. For the second
part, we only consider the case where n : 4 and fr : 3. The other cases should be
evident. So, we shall prove that, given an in-finite model IJt of TTo, there is a struc-
ture 9Jt* such that tnF,3l = m?*F,31 and tl l t lz,4l =Ylt*12, al b;rt t l t*FTTo.

First, let,'s recall some known facts about models of TT, (see [3] and [5]). A model Dt
of TT, is called countably saturated, lf. M l and M 

" 
are countably infinite and. for each

a in M, such that {reMrlrUra} is infinite, there is a b in M" such that the sets

{r e MrlnEra andrErb} and {r e MllmEra and not-zUrb} are both inJinite. Count-
ably saturated models of TT, are homogeneous (i.e., if [Ji and Dt' are two countably
saturated. models of TT, and. a, b two finite sequences of same length of elements of
M, and. M'2 respectively such that the corresponding bits of a and b have the same
cardinality, then there exists an isomorphism from $t to IJt' mapping each term of a
onto the corresponding term of D) and uniaersal (i.e. every countable model of TTn
(or TT) has an elementary extension ffi such that for every i < n (or for every i),
Yltli, i * 1l is countably saturated).

Let SJt be an infinite model of TTo.We may suppose that tJltlz,3l is countabllr
saturated. One chooses an elemenb e in M , and defines a and b as the elements of 1I,
that fulfil the following requirements:

I f tFYy2(yt  ea+eeyz) and Yft tb:  USC(V)

(USC(V.) in the usual terminology of type theory is the "set" of all the singletons
of the indiv iduals:  {n2 l fu lYyr(yt  er '+rr  :  At)}) .Since the structure Dt[2,3]  is
homogeneous, it has an automorphism a that exchanges a and b. Let, PU(r3) be the
formula 3zrYy2(y2 en3 +zr ey2).WtF PU(a) and, because PU(r3) is in L. ,

(*) U[t" F Pa(b)

follows from the lemma. Let IC(n3) be the formula asserting that there is a -set of.
(unordered) pairs establishing a bijection between 13 and its complement ({y' I y' # *t}).
T'hrough a natural modification of the proof of Canron's theorem in TT, one gets

-K(UBC(Zt)) 
as a theorem of TTn plus the axiom

lrrJylJar(* t  + At nrt  *  zt  nUr + z ' ) . t )

1) If there is a function f from USC(V) onto its complement, we call C1. the set {nlr#t{"}}.
We elaim that C7 is not a singleton when there are at least three individuals. fndeed, if Cy : {a}
we choose two individuals, b and c, distinct from o. Then, iI l{r} is {4, b} the individual r cannot
bea, s ince a#l{o}.  Soi tmustbeb, becauserel{z}when r  *  a.  Thusl{b} :  {a,b}.  X'orthesame
reasons l{"):  {a,c}. But again, i f  l {r}:  {a,b,c}, we have that r:b or c, which contradicts
the fact l}nat I is a function. Since C1 belongs to the complement of. USC(V), C-+.wron's proof goes
through: thero is a d such that l{d) : C1;but then d eCx it| d #Ct.
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Since the formula 1C(r3) does not mention the t5'pe l. u'e conchide:

(**)  Wt" F IC(b).

I{or,v, ntp, 3l : !lt'[l, 3] and Yftlz,4l = Ylllz,4l as it can be seen from lemma 1. On

the other hancL. if Dt" was a model of TTn, we should have !Jt" F Pa(b) --+ IC(b),

because Vr31Ptr1.t'.) 
- 

IC(r3)) is provable in TTu. But this contradicts (*) and (**). fl

The restrictiol in the proposition to models with an infinite Mr is essential because

the theorl- of any model of TTn (or TT), with a finite M, is categorical.

>( 4. TT- is the theory resulting frorn TT by the addition, for each n, of the sentence

asserti lg that there are at leastrr individuals(3zl ...1*l A r! + rr1;. The defini-
13i<j3n

tion of TTf is similar. TT,l (or TT-) is thus the theory of the models llt of TT, (or TT)

haling an infinite If r. t SJyped theory is a theory written in L whose non logical

axions that mention the t1-pe I are all in Lr. We are now in a position to draw some

of the consequences of the proposition above.

Theorem.

l. y'fo y-typed tlteory hauing a mod,el with infi,nite M, i's an entension ol TTu.

Z. Il n > 3. TTf is not ,includ,eil in a 3-typed, consistent theory. TT- 'ds not incluileil

i,n a \-typed coit.<i.*tent tlteory.

J Il.ir > 3. TT" as not equal to a \-typeil, theory. TT is not equal to a \-typed theory.

4. \F is not includ,ed, in a consi,stent theory, written i,n the language ol NF, all ol whose

non logical arionzs could be stratified uitlt the indice,s L. 2 and, 3 (Borra [1]).
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